IMPROVED SAP REPORTING PERFORMANCE OF A LEADING
REAL ESTATE ORGANIZATION BY 70% USING CLOUD
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CUSTOMER OVERVIEW
The client is a major housing developer in India. The company focus on
affordable housing and is also known for its promotion of “future-ready”
cities, where the emphasis is on the sustainability of its materials used in
construction or the recycling services provided to residents. They have
around 700 employees and have launched 40,000 houses. In the first 10
months of the year.

KEY BUSINESS CHALLENGES
After we moved our SAP
platform to AWS, we saw the
reporting performance increase
by 70%.

Thirumoorthy Karpur
Head of IT

• The on-premises infrastructure supporting client’s SAP environment
was affected by power cuts and no workforce was available to handle
the critical situation inducing downtime of SAP platform.
• Unacceptable loss of data due to sudden downtime & lack of data
recovery.
• The capacity of the servers supporting the SAP environment was
entirely exhaustive and couldn’t handle further increased workloads.
• The servers’ core processing units (CPUs) reached up to its 95 percent
utilization, which lowered down the SAP reporting & generation.
• Server workloads were anticipated to grow as client’s SAP
infrastructure utilization was escalating.
• SAP environment migration to the cloud had become a necessity for
the client as a solution to their challenges.
• The cost expenditure for expanding their platform was rising at
a high rate.

SOLUTION
Within five working days, the SAP environment on the cloud went live.
Along with an implementation partner, Progressive migrated the SAP
data that was on-premises to the cloud, with a dedicated network
connection from clients network to cloud. Once data was migrated and
the on-premises and cloud infrastructures were synced, customer moved
to a cloud-based solution.
Today, the SAP infrastructure features compute instances for the
environment’s application and database servers. Cloud storage provides
data storage, snapshots is used for incremental data backups.
“The speed of migration was impressive,” says Head of IT, “and shows
just what can be achieved when you work with an experienced partner.

BENEFITS
• We delivered the client with increased reporting performance by 70
percent & server CPU utilization drop to less than 30 percent.
• Improved real-time reporting speeds & enabled client to move in that
direction which is valuable to them.
• Even if the number of SAP users continues to grow, the client can
now easily scale the cloud infrastructure to meet the increased
requirements.
• Procured scalability to support 300% growth in SAP users.
• Cloud infrastructure is managed flawlessly enabling the client to
reallocate IT staff away from administration to focus more on
higher-value tasks.
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